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Story Summary

There are two ASU college kids name Jeff and Kyrus they made 
a comic book name the adventures of lasso man. One day Jeff 
and Kyrus found a normal looking cowboy hat they took to 
their room and they play with the hat a little bit. Then 
Kyrus put down the hat on the comic book then lasso man 
appear. Lasso Man had to save a cat that’s stuck up a tree 
but lasso man is allergic to cats. When lasso man went near 
the cat he sneeze his hat off and lasso man went back to the 
comic book. Then two people name Dr. Stine and Mr. Franklen 
they are interested into that magical hat that Jeff and Kyrus 
have. Then Dr. Stine and Mr. Franklen get’s the hat from Jeff 
and Kyrus. Then one day Jeff and Kyrus head to their classes. 
Mean while Jeff and Kyrus are in there classes Dr. Stine sent 
Mr. Franklen to Jeff and Kyrus room to steel the magic hat 
and took the hat to Dr. Stine Laboratory for those two people 
test things on the hat. Also Jeff and Kyrus got back from 
their classes and saw that the magic hat was gone, they saw a 
business card of Dr. Stine and Mr. Franklen on it. Then Jeff 
and Kyrus sneak into Dr. Stine laboratory. Next Jeff and 
Kyrus is threating Dr. Stine stuff but Dr. Stine put on the 
magic hat and turn into Evil Dr. lasso man stine but Kyrus 
took Dr. Stine cat and put on Evil Dr. lasso man stine then 
he sneeze the hat off then Jeff put the hat on the comic book 
and lasso man appear then he lasso Dr. Stine and Mr. 
Franklen. Finally Jeff, Kyrus, and lasso man called the 
police and the police got Dr.Stine and Mr. Franklen.

Scene one

JEFF and KYRUS are college students.  We see them working on 
a comic book together.  They finish the page they are working 
on and grab their books and head to class.

Scene two

Inside Dr. Stein’s lab.  We see DR. STEIN and MR FRANKLEN 
performing lab test on a cowboy hat. When they finish the 
testing they sit the hat down a gust of wind blows the hat 
out of the window.  We see the hat rolling down the street 
and threw trees.  The hat lands inside Jeff and Kyrus’s room.

Scene three

Jeff and Kyrus come back to their room and see the hat 
sitting in their window.  They begin playing with the hat and 
Kyrus puts the hat down onto their comic book and LASSO MAN 
appears.   Lasso man hears a cat and goes to rescue it.
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Scene four

Lasso man is climbing up a tree to save the cat.  When he 
picks up the cat he sneezes and he disappears.  The hat falls 
to the ground and Jeff and Kyrus picks up the hat at goes 
back to their room.  They put the hat back onto the comic 
book and Lasso Man reappears.

Scene five

Dr Stein and Mr Franklen get back to their lab and notices 
that the hat is missing.  On a TV playing in the lab they see 
breaking news of a cat rescue and they see Lasso Man wearing 
the hat with Kyrus and Jeff.

Scene six

Dr Stein and Mr Franklen are at Jeff and Kyrus’s place 
looking for the hat and they find it. When they leave Mr 
Franklen drops his instructor ID.

Scene seven

Jeff and Kyrus use Mr Franklen’s ID to inter their lab.  They 
look around for the hat but cannot find it.  Then they see Dr 
Stein putting on a hat and turns into an evil lasso man.  
Kyrus and Jeff know Lasso’s weakness and saw a cat.  They 
lift it to Dr. Stein and he falls.  When the hat comes off 
they put the hat on their comic book.  Lasso Man reappears 
and lasso up Dr Stein and Mr Franklen for breaking in and 
stealing from Jeff and Kyrus.
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